Great book, my baby Cleo loves it but there's a typo on the V page. Says "Van drives 'for' away!" instead of far away. Sloppy, sloppy. The colorful and dynamic illustrations keep my toddler's attention as we learn the alphabet. Shows both uppercase and lowercase letters and each letter features Cleo in action. The text asks questions that are answered by the picture, so it is automatically engaging. A nice board book -- well constructed. Cleo's Alphabet Book by Caroline Mockford | Children can master the alphabet while following Cleo's adventures as the curious cat explores her world. Alligator Alphabet by Stella Blackstone | Can you think of an animal for every letter of the alphabet? In this ABC book, young children will meet a parade of exotic and familiar creatures and their babies, and learn the upper and lower case letters of the alphabet. The Furry Animal Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta | What mammal jumps ten feet high to avoid hungry lions? What monkey almost always gives birth to twins? What mammal has a nose so large We're reading Cleo's Alphabet book. So let's see if we can guess. Each of these letters what each of these letters stands for. Cleo's ABC and guess what all the words will be. A is crunchy crisp and red. It's an Apple B floats on the waves. boat for boat. C moves when she says hello. what is that? a cow? that's right? D barks as he plays. Dog E is good for us to eat. It's an egg looks like it's a soft boiled egg F is what birds wear. feather. G makes people's hands feel warm What are those? gloves? Book Overview. Help Cleo guess which word goes with each letter of the alphabet. The rhyming text of this guessing game encourages learning, while the two-page spread of all the items at the end allows more alphabet practice. Ages: 1-4. Colour illustrations. This is a gorgeous book! Bright, beautiful colors and wonderful illustrations. However, I have to agree with the other reviewer that wanted the pages (rhymes) to include the name of the item instead of just the letter ("A kite loves dancing in the wind" instead of "K loves dancing in the wind"). The other thing that bothers me is the last page of the book (Y and Z, see user photos). The Y for Yawn isn't shown (the boy is shown sleeping) and the Z rhyme could have been done much better: it reads "Y means Cleo wants to rest." Cleo's Alphabet Book follows a familiar pattern similar to other books on the alphabet. Each letter is represented by a different item with both a text description and picture of the item. Since this is a Cleo book, Cleo the orange cat appears in every image. The use of Cleo in each illustration makes the book far more interesting than generic alphabet books. Unfortunately the quality of illustrations is not consistent throughout the text. Some pictures like Cleo playing with a kite or drinking milk are memorable and unique. In others like Cleo looking at a nest or facing a van Cleo's presence